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(original list from Kitty in her workshop, Communicating Desire)





































































































































































OUTRO

As I write this, it's Tuesday the 1 4th of October 201 4, just days before my self-

declared deadline of Friday morning before 8am. I have about 11 more pages to edit

and the cover image to finish. Today I 've stayed late from my office job to use the

ful lscreen desktop computer to final ize this layout. Last night my new(used) computer

died completely: poof, went static and had a seizure. Just l ike that. Of course those

things would happen right before a deadline, that is actual ly completely normal!

Accident, or NSA interjection? Who knows, but either way it won't stop me. I t wasn't the

first major inconvienence I 've battled since the beginning. What do you do, when

everything breaks? When you don't have what you need, don't have the right software

or hardware of programs to do what you want to do, don't have experience with digital

layouts, when your only desklamp in a dark room with no other l ights explodes

because the frayed wires melted?

Make it work, find a way around it, lateral thinking, accomplish the task. Use

candles. Fix the lamp, cut your finger. Go to the l ibrary. Type in an online pad

document, because it's better quality than AppleWorks on a 9-year-old Mac.

Spellcheck in your email account because the l ibrary computers are in German. Create

a PDF so you can go print pages at the l ibrary. Find a mistake, repeat process.

Almost al l of the pages in here are . jpeg images of scanned paper-col lages. I

was first printing out text documents, cutting them up and then scanning it again, so

maybe some things look strange because it wasn't a direct text digital fi le. My

background is in the paper zine collage format, it's very satisfying for me to make but

this year I felt l imited by it. With this year, my interests shifted from zines-as-therapy, to

zines-as-research-project-there-is-so-much-to-say-and-I -want-to-say-everything. And

publish it and be an editor, maybe one day on a larger scale or in a collective. I wish I

could be part of a magazine project, or write articles for something that already exists.

That wil l go into the Future Projects fi le, along with making a cookie-tim banjo,

compil ing a book about Getting Shit Done, and recording an album other than in a

bathroom with GarageBand.

Each day since I wrote the Intro-Part-2 two weeks ago has felt long and ful l ,

hour after hour in the same body position in front of two machines trying to race to the

finish l ine. I scheduled "vacation days" at my job, so I could stay at home and do 1 4-

hour shifts of working on this. I wil l be very glad to have parts of my brain back when I
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won't be stressing about this anymore. I wonder what wil l be my next project? Doing

nothing for a while, travel in the United States, hang out with my family and slowly

distribute the book here and there.

I am super excited to get this printed and published and have it ready for

zinefest. BOOK RELEASE PARTY!! I have total ly been neglecting my responsibi l ities

with zinefest organizing: sorry to al l table applicants that I never wrote back fast

enough, or updated the website, or couldn't help as much this year. I t's my fourth year

organizing, having helped initiate it from the beginning in 2011 . This year I kind of

closed the distro too, so I could focus all my energy on my own output creative project.

I l ike being selfish in that way, I feel l ike I real ly took my work seriously this year and

made space where it was needed to get my shit done that needed getting done.

Here's to never giving up!

EDIT: OUTRO PART II

Okay, it's October 22nd, a wednesday night and I am late for the Other Nature

3-year birthday party. After a peaceful weekend with old friends by a campfire and

watching the sunrise in the countryside, thinking it was all over, on monday in Berl in I

got a call that the cover image was wrong. Then with a zinefest plenum in a few hours,

nothing is done, so many things I 've pushed aside to finish this, what is the extreme

priority right now? Had to edit al l over again. Today I picked up the Andruck and saw all

the problems with printing-- mainly that I am so incompetent with graphic design and

didn't know the difference between CMYK and Grayscale. All the pages were grey and

not black and they had to re-work my fi le a lot, crappy quality. . . Do I real ly have to make

a new layout from scratch? In the proper size, yes. I t's 1 9:28 and I am almost at the

end, of what seems to be a never-ending end. After this version is done and sent, there

wil l be no more time to make changes anymore. Why am I an artist, WHY? I have

rebuilt this entire layout from scratch at least four times already. At least now I wil l

always remember to read the entirety of the Druckdaten Infos and select the damn

Graustufen button.

Here's to having high standards for your art.
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THANKS THANKS THANKS
BOMBS BOMBS BOMBS

NUCLEAR HEAT-SEAKING BATTLESHIPS

SHAKE YER HIPS

Diani for the hug after the Transmediale and for keeping me posted on twitter. Rop for

inviting me to tag along. Leftöver Crack's album Fuck World Trade, which never gets

old. Littleink for the campfire session late at night. Bosco for the Dinner for Amazine

People. Carl i for being so supportive and sending me letters on stationary with farm

animals. Subtle Ceil ing for your rad energy, we have so much shit to get done

together. Radical Queers who don't stop asking questions that fuck up the

mainstream. Zinesters who go to great lengths to self publish what they have to say.

Believers, action-takers, unapologetic self-confidence. Gianna for reminding me that I

have another half somewhere. My parents for raising me with love and naming me

after a celestial object. The F.Rankenstein WG and extended family for spontaneous

dance sessions and knowing that you don't need a reason to wear something from the

costume box-- every day is a special occaision.

A particular thanks to all the contributing authors, media outlets, inspiring minds and

people who I heavily quoted:

América Latina en Movimiento, Jake Applebaum, Diani Baretto, Tatiana Bazzichell i ,

Wil l iam Binney, Sally Burch, Subtle Ceil ing, Sean Cubitt, Democracy Now!, Der

Spiegel, Exberliner, Glenn Greenwald, Rop Gonggri jp, MH, Michael Hald, Sarah

Harrison, Rula Jebreal, Kitty, Annie Machon, Masta Magazine, Chelsea Manning,

Robert McChesney, Farah Marzak, Eben Moglen, Egil Möller, Alexa O'Brien,

onelongexhale. tumblr.com, Trevor Paglen, Laura Poitras, Ruth Schneider, Edward

Snowden, Aaron Swartz, Nadja Vancauwenberghe, and Wikileaks.

Please keep doing what you do.

And to Defiance Ohio for the (sl ightly altered) lyrics above.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Q: Who's your favorite Muppet and Why:

A: Scooter. Always getting shit done, cl ipboard at hand, making sure the show gets on

the road. I hope that when I die I 'l l be remembered with my green clipboard, stuffed

with one-sided paper of zinepage copies and fi l led with multi-directional notes. Scooter

may be submissive on stage but trust me he's one hell of a community organizer.

Q: What was the last dream you had:

A: That a bunch of my friends were on a tiny inner-tube-sized island in the middle of

the ocean, it was bright and rainbow-colored l ike Lisa Frank style. They had all left the

bigger ships, had sunk or were destroyed but everyont here was happy now. Out here

on the tiny island the water was so clear that it's actual ly rainbow-colored, which is

what it looks l ike without pollution.

"The water is so clear here that you can see it's actual color is Rainbow."

Q: Why the crowbar?

A: I t's a tool for deconstruction. I t has a bad rep for being something of violence, but as

a tool it can pry apart walls. . . walls of destructive institutions, whose dismantel ing

seems insurmountable. Nails that seem impossible to remove because they are buried

so deep and were hit with such force. . . but with the right tool, you're able to pry open a

crack of l ight and the task doesn't seem impossible anymore, it's actual ly achievable.

With the right tools, anything is possible.
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